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Fe a t u r e s

A view of the “Central Perk” coffee shop in Shanghai.—AFP photos A puzzle with an image of the US television sitcom ‘Friends’ displayed on a table at the “Central Perk” coffee shop in
Shanghai. 

No one told them it was gonna be this way. Millions
of Chinese “Friends” fans are heartbroken after a
video site pulled the US sitcom, beloved by mil-

lennials in China for its endearing young characters and as
an English conversation resource. Top portal Sohu had
broadcast reruns of Monica, Rachel, Chandler and the
gang since 2014, but abruptly stopped in April, citing only
unspecified “copyright issues”. The move has touched off
anguish on Chinese social media sites such as the Twitter-
like Weibo, where a “Friends offline” hashtag has generat-
ed millions of posts.

Many have called for Sohu to re-up on its “Friends”
rights, with others offering advice on where to download
pirated episodes of the Emmy-winning show, which origi-
nally aired in the United States from 1994-2004. The sit-
com, centered on a group of young New Yorkers, became

a global hit through syndication, but perhaps nowhere
more than in China where it first gained a following from
pirated DVDs or illegal downloads before streaming rights
were secured.

Millions of Chinese youngsters identify with the theme
song’s lament-”your job’s a joke, you’re broke, your love
life’s DOA”-and relish the chance to burnish their
American-style English. Some English training courses in
China even assign the show as teaching material. Guo
Yujin, a customer-service executive and longtime
“Friends” fan, called the program “a window through
which Chinese can learn American culture.” “I learned so
much conversational English, things that you can’t learn
from books. Books only have the most boring grammar,
but this is very life-like,” she said. Guo spoke while having
lunch in Shanghai’s “Friends” cafe, a spot-on facsimile of

the “Central Perk” hangout frequented by the cast. The
proprietor is 39-year-old Du Xin, a “Friends” fanatic who
calls the show his “faith”. He opened his first cafe in
Beijing in 2009 and also has one in Guangzhou.

Central Perk 
They feature “Central Perk’s” signature window logo,

big orange couch, and a TV that loops episodes all day.
Coffees come with messages like “I (heart) Rachel” and
“I’ll be there for you” traced into the foam, and customers
frequently queue up outside on weekends. Tammy Cai, a
friend of Guo’s visiting from Hong Kong, said the cafe was
the most important stop on her itinerary. “I only need to
come here. The rest I can just glance through,” Cai said.

Du got hooked after “Friends” was there for him during
a romantic break-up in college. “The show gave so many

things that we long for, such as the love between Chandler
and Monica, Rachel and Ross. That is from an ideal world
and that is what ideal love and ideal marriage look like,” he
said. Du, who took “Gunther” as his western name after
the fictional cafe’s  barista, said the stores are losing mon-
ey, however, due to rising competition from proliferating
coffee houses in China as the beverage gains popularity.
Another potential threat: Warner Bros, the show’s produc-
er, recently acquired the “Central Perk” copyright, causing
speculation it may build its own cafes. But Du is ploughing
ahead. His latest project is a single-room hotel called
“Monica’s bedroom” designed on the character’s room in
the show, right down to her floral-pattern linens, and he is
also selling other “Friends” memorabilia, from mobile
phone cases to T-shirts. — AFP

Stuck in second gear: Chinese fans ponder life without ‘Friends’

Watching Giovanni Caruso prune an olive tree is
like observing a mountain climber decide how
to reach the next hand-grip in a cliff. He choos-

es his path with deliberation. He even wears a helmet.
With a set of newfangled tools and theories, this 35-
year-old Sicilian biologist and self-made pruning expert
is working on his first commercial project to introduce
the central Italian technique known as the “polyconic
vase” into Sicily’s often remote and overgrown olive
groves. This method seeks to sculpt a tree into separate
cone-shaped sides, thus producing more olives that are
easier to pick. “The cone’s geometric shape allows the
most branches to be exposed to the sun,” Caruso said.

I thought about the overgrown olive trees I bought a
few years ago with my wife and two boys on a property
in Sicily. This was the first year we pruned them, nervous-
ly trying to open them up to the sun as we’d learned from
Caruso. Caruso wielded a chain saw mounted on an
extendable pole and powered by a battery pack. Pruning
in Sicily is mostly done with regular chain saws, but also
with handsaws and shears, as we had done. He moved on
to another tree. “Just looking at it, it seems to be a
globe,” he said. “We’re going to try to make it a vase,
which means we’ll cut out the center.”

People abandoned their olive orchards
And within a few minutes he’d transformed it. The loca-

tion was redolent of history: 6,000 olive trees on a former
noble estate in Torretta, a valley town near Palermo. The
sprawling villa, once a monastery, recalls a Sicily of opu-
lent leisure and eccentric aristocrats. To an untrained eye,
the orchard could appear fine. But a lot is going wrong,
Caruso said. Many trees suffer from neglect and disease.
“In this area, no one prunes anymore,” lamented Gregorio
Ugdulena, a descendant of the family that developed the
estate. His sister, Amalia, remembered when field hands
clambered up high ladders to prune, and boys carried pots
of tar to heal the trees’ fresh cuts. “Many people have
abandoned their olive orchards,” Gregorio said with a sigh.

That’s why he brought in Caruso, an energetic former
bersagliere (an elite rifleman) in the Italian army. In the
past four years, Caruso has trained himself in the polycon-
ic vase method. He now does workshops in Sicily, where
Ugdulena, and I, met him. It is early April, the end of a long
pruning season for Caruso and also for my wife and me.
We’d spent much of the past few months learning to prune
our long-abandoned, 40-odd olive trees. For beginners,

pruning any tree can be daunting. Where to start? What
damage will I do if I cut this branch instead of that one?
Will I kill a tree? Can I climb into a tree to prune? How
exactly should I cut off a branch?

The new technique
Add to this the contradictory advice from friends

and local farmers, all eager to tell you what you’re
doing wrong: “Clear out the center.” ?No, because of
the heat, you should leave some branches to shade the
center.” ?Cut off branches that hang to the ground.”
?No, don’t do that.” ?Cut branches that shoot up.”
?No, leave a few shooting up.” And on it goes.

A look at the trees around us made us even more
confused. Many were pruned so heavily that only a few
limp twigs were left dangling off main branches. The
sound of chain saws was routine. Slowly, we gained
confidence and speed. We started with obviously
depleted dry sections, suckers and overlapping branch-
es, and then moved on to what wasn’t so obvious. It
took hours to prune the bigger specimens.

Caruso stood in a section of the orchard planted
with Nocellara del belice trees. They looked nice to me.
But not to him. “The trees lack leaves and there are
many diseases,” Caruso said. “Look around: It’s sur-
rounded by mountains so there isn’t any circulation,
and there’s a lot of humidity.” Humidity is bad for
olives, he said. At his side was Giuseppe Lo Presti, a
41-year-old agronomist and olive tree specialist. Lo
Presti stooped to inspect a dead tree. “Look, this is
what happens when you don’t cut right,” he said.
Someone had cut into the trunk, allowing infections in.

Caruso moved on, his chain saw whirring into action.
“The trick is to start from the top; the apex controls the
plant,” he said. “By pruning from the top, you can see
how much light comes in.” The new technique has been
met with skepticism in the region, Caruso said. Resting
a foot on a wall overlooking the orchard, he recounted
how three men stopped to criticize him, an outsider
with a never-before-seen helmet. 

A good pruner
He wears it because he works from the ground and

could be hit by falling branches - he has a scar to prove
it. “They shouted: ‘No, don’t cut that one! Cut that
branch! Where are you from?’ It was quite a specta-
cle,” he said. “Everyone thinks they’re the best, that
only they know (how to prune).” He added: “Pruning is
often seen as an art, but we see it as a technique.
People are often looking for aesthetic perfection.” He
paused. “There’s not a manual on how to do it, each
tree must be done individually.”

A good pruner must understand how a tree func-
tions so that every cut makes sense, Caruso and Lo
Presti agreed. When I came home, I saw trees that still
needed work. But I was glad we hadn’t bought a chain
saw and sawed away. We are trying to balance many
things, including maintaining the aesthetic beauty of
long gnarled branches, and avoiding power tools. We
want to watch and learn how our trees respond to what
we’ve done. Already this spring, we’re pleased at how
the now-thinned-out olives are flowering. Did we play
a hand in creating all the lovely small yellow clusters? I
like to think so. — AP

General Manager of Copthorne Al Jahra Hotel & Resort, Alaa
Selim, has been named the “General Manager of the year 2017”
among Millennium Hotels and Resorts Middle-East & Africa. He

was awarded this prestigious title at the 2018 General Manager’s confer-
ence gala held on 26th April at Bab Al Qasar Hotel in Abu Dhabi. In
addition to the prestigious GM of the year award, Alaa has also received
a “General Manager Service Excellence Award”, and the “Best Financial
Performance Hotel 2017”.

Receiving the General Manager of the Year award was a surprise for
him, as he says he didn’t know about it beforehand. “This recognition,”
he says, “was above and beyond. For the past 5 years, I’ve done the best
I could and I want people to know that your commitment and dedication
payoff at the end”. He added “Behind me as a General Manager there
were an arsenal of 120% committed colleagues who ensured every per-
formance indicator is met and exceeded, I proudly accept these awards
on behalf of all of them”

Alaa Selim named the ‘General
Manager of the year 2017’ 

Pruning olive trees is a balance
of art, lore and science

Giovanni Caruso pointing to a disease on an olive tree on a
former noble estate in Torretta near Palermo in Sicily.

Giovanni Caruso making a final cut on a large olive tree he
is pruning on a former noble estate in Torretta near
Palermo, Sicily.Giovanni Caruso holding an old photograph of life on a for-

mer noble estate in Torretta near Palermo in Sicily.

Reporter and writer Cain Burdeau pruning an olive tree
with shears and a small saw on a property his wife and he
bought in Contrada Petraro in the mountains of northern
Sicily near Castelbuono. — AP photos


